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Abstract 

The paper presents application of an e nergy-based finite e lement and a local rel axation method to computer 
calculation of deformation of a ring made of hyperelastic material. T he present study consi ders a surface friction 
mechanism. This mechanism is a physical phenomenon counteracting the relative motion of the c ontacting bodies. 
Friction causes loss of e nergy the dissipation of which is  a result of wearing out of t he bodies’ surfaces and heat 
emission. This directly affects the shape of the deformed body. The above statements are confirmed by the results o f 
computer calculation performed for rubber ring with re ctangular cross-section. Rubber is a nearl y incompressible 
material and, therefore, requires application of special mechanical models of the materi al properties as well as 
proper calculation methods. Implementation of energy-based finite element and local relaxation method enables 
studying the ring deformation with consideration of nonlinear properties of rubber and its displacements in the plate-
ring contact plane, according to the value of a friction coefficient between rubber and the plate material. Application 
of energy met hod resulted in determination of the work of friction forces and the energy density distribution of 
volumetric and deviatoric strain. It also simplified energy analysis of the surf ace friction mechanism and influence  
of the friction coefficient value on the process of the ring deformation. 

Keywords: hyperelastic material, surface friction, energy methods, energy-based finite element 
 
1. Energy-based finite element 
 

The analyses making use of the energetic methods enable describing the processes that undergo 
in three-axial stress state and interpreting the phenomena in the energetic approach. The energetic 
methods may be used for researching such phenomena as plastic flow [10-12, 15, 16], cracking or 
material fatigue. The energetic models of material use the notion of the strain energy of the 
material [8-25] and appropriate material constants modelling the material properties, according to 
the state of deformation. In the classic Finite Element Method the relationships between 
displacements of the nodes and the forces acting thereon are expressed with the help of the element 
stiffness matrix. On the other hand, in an energetically modelled finite element [8, 16, 22-25] the 
stiffness matrix is not necessary. Thanks to the use of the strain energy function instead of the 
classical constitutive equation of the material in order to describe mechanical properties of the 
material, an energetically modelled finite element has been developed. It allows determining the 
energy of the element deformation according to displacement components of the nodes. 

Deformation of the body induces the growth of the energy due to the deformation. The strain 
energy of the body related to its volume in undeformed state is described by the function of the 
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density of the strain energy U. It depends on the condition of body deformation. Therefore, for an 
isotropic material the function is expressed in terms of the invariants of the state of deformation I1, 
I2, I3: 
 ),,,( 321 IIIUU  (1) 

that guarantees that its value does not depend on the choice of the direction of coordinate system 
axes. 

Behaviour of an isotropic incompressible solid was described for the first time by Mooney, 
who in 1940 presented the density function of the strain energy in the following form, assuming 
linear relationship between the stresses and deformations: 
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where C1, C2 are material constants to be experimentally determined. 
Nevertheless, it has appeared that the function given by the formula (2) describes satisfactorily 

only the behaviour of the caoutchouc-like material. Such a material is nearly incompressible and, 
therefore, its volume remains nearly constant while loading and unloading, as compared to the 
initial volume. Meantime, the ideally incompressible materials do not exist, since every material is 
characterized by certain compressibility. Therefore, the incompressible material might be 
considered only as a simplification. In consequence, the considered material shall be assumed to 
be nearly incompressible. As an example of such a material the rubber may be mentioned. 

Assuming that every material is compressible to a certain degree, the calculation for the 
materials of nonlinear properties, among which the rubber may be reckoned, is made based on a 
modified Mooney function. The modified function takes a form [8]: 
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where K is the module of volumetric deformation. Sufficiently big K value means that the 
relationships so obtained characterize nearly incompressible material. Modification of the Mooney 
model consists in addition of a third component based on the I3 invariant, equal to square of the 
relative volume of the material (8). This component represents specific energy of the volumetric 
strain UV. The I1 and I2 invariants occurring in the Mooney formula (2) have been so corrected [8, 
9, 16] as to ensure that two first components of the formula (3) describe the specific energy of the 
pure deviatoric strain US. Modification of the function (2) is aimed at improving accuracy of the 
energetic model of the material. Literature provides various energetic models of the hyperelastic 
materials [16, 23]. Their choice depends on material properties and the selected material should 
possibly accurately reflect actual physical relationships existing between the stresses and 
deformations of the three-axial stress state. 

The modified Mooney function (3) has been used for formulation of an energy-based finite 
element in the form of a ring with rectangle cross-section, shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Axisymmetrical finite element in a ring shape with rectangular cross-section and nodes in points A, B, C, D 
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Density of the strain energy is a function of the invariants of the strain state. The function 
represented by the formula (3), describing the strain energy of practically incompressible 
materials, like rubber, enables expressing density of the element strain energy as a function of the 
components of the nodes displacements and local coordinates  and : 

 ).,;,,,,,,,( DDCCBBAA wuwuwuwuU  (4) 

Integration with regard to the initial volume V of an undeformed element provides the strain 
energy of a symmetric element of revolution of rectangular cross-section as a function of the 
components of its nodes displacements [8]: 
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The energetically modelled finite element considered above has been used for determining the 
state of displacements of the deformed body with the method of local relaxation, being 
a calculation method especially developed for this purpose [8] and called so due to local range of 
the iterations distinguished by relaxation of the body stress. 

In the classical approach to the finite element method the stiffness matrix of the element should 
be determined. In general, the matrix defines the relationship between the components of 
generalized node displacements in accordance with particular degrees of freedom and the 
components of generalized forces corresponding to these degrees of freedom. In the local 
relaxation method the use of stiffness matrix has been cancelled. Determination of the positions of 
the nodes is restrained only to the area of the elements directly connected to given node (Fig. 2). 
Every consecutive iteration consists in improving location of a single node exclusively with 
respect to the nodes located in the nearest vicinity, which are temporarily considered as being 
totally restrained, with all degrees of freedom blocked. In result they are unable to move in any 
direction despite being the points of an elastic medium. Local surroundings of a node is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Local surroundings of a node N 

 
The area surrounding the N node is composed of the elements a, b, c, d directly connected to it. 

The strain energy of the node surrounding area is a sum: 

  (6) ,)()()()( dcba
O EEEEE

where: 
EO - potential energy of the elastic forces of the local surroundings of the node, 
E(a), E(b), E(c), E(d) - potential energy of the elements surrounding the node. 

Position of the N node is improved so as to minimize the potential energy of the elastic forces 
EO of the node surroundings. Values of the components of the force of the node interaction with its 
surroundings is determined based on the increases of the strain energy of the elements directly 
connected to given node and induced by tentative node displacement in the direction consistent 
with the degree of freedom corresponding to given force component. Research of energy 
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variations during node displacements in the direction consistent or opposite with respect to the 
coordinate axes allows for determining the forces of the node interaction with its nearest 
surroundings according to the node position. The difference in these forces referred to the node 
displacement length determines the force gradient being a measure of the local stiffness 
corresponding to given degree of freedom. The use of local values of the stiffness corresponding to 
given node enables calculating the new node position suppressing its local imbalance [8]. This 
procedure is many times repeated for consecutive nodes until the force components of local 
imbalance of the nodes drop below a given small level. 

Detailed mathematical description of the energy-based finite element and the local relaxation 
method, together with their use for calculation of a rubber ring without consideration of surface 
friction, is delivered in the following literature items: [8, 13, 16, 20, 22-25]. The works [13, 16, 20, 21] 
complement the local relaxation procedure so as to enable consideration of the surface friction in 
the calculation. 
 
2. The friction theories 
 

The technological progress forced the engineers and researchers to analyze the friction 
phenomenon. We are indebted to famous Leonardo da Vinci for the first analysis of friction. His 
experiments allowed to state that various bodies have various inclinations to slide. In late 17th 
Century Amontons published the theory of dry friction. He found that friction is due to climbing of 
one body against surface irregularities of the other during their motion under the conditions of 
their normal pressure. He expressed friction with the formula: 

 ,NT  (7) 
where:  
T - friction force, 

 - friction coefficient, 
N - pressure force. 

The formula (7) served as a basis for friction phenomenon and until to-day is used as a basic 
formula describing the friction. In the literature it is usually referred to as Coulomb model, who 
published his theory of dry friction in late 18th Century. He described the dry friction phenomenon 
by the formula: 
 ,ANT  (8) 
where A is a part of the friction force depending on molecular interaction between both rubbing 
surfaces. 

Industrial development of the 19th Century involved the growth of interest in the friction 
processes that was conducive to increasing intensity of the researches aimed at describing the 
process and other accompanying it phenomena. Nevertheless, it appeared quickly that friction is a 
highly complicated phenomenon, depending on many factors and its occurrence significantly 
affects durability of cooperating parts. A new domain of science called tribology arose that deals 
exclusively with researching the friction phenomenon. 

Many researchers made efforts with a view to describe the friction phenomenon on various 
ways. Bowden was one of them. Based on his research he found that the friction coefficient and 
the type of the damages are determined chiefly in terms of the relative values of physical 
properties of the rubbing surfaces of solid bodies. On the other hand, according to Epifanov the 
metal shearing while moving one surface against the other arises not only at the points of actual 
contact but in the area many times larger than the entire contact surface. Another description of the 
friction process was delivered by Tomlinson, who stated that friction is a result of adhesive 
interaction of rubbing surfaces of the bodies while the sum of attractive forces is small and may be 
ignored. Some researchers try to explain friction by the processes undergoing at the molecular 
level. The theory developed by Deriagin is based on the assumption that friction is related to 
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molecular roughness of the body that depends on the material structure. The form and dimensions 
of the atoms while displacing one body against the other remain constant and, in consequence, the 
friction process may be presented as overcoming the molecular roughness. 

Consideration of all the above theories may lead to conclusion that they all are correct but only 
to a certain degree. Each of them considers the friction process too unilaterally and, therefore, they 
do not fully fit the reality. The mechanical theories take, first of all, the cohesion component into 
account. It means that they mathematically describe the phenomena occurring against the cohesion 
forces (the elastic deformation, plastic deformation, shearing, etc.). On the other hand, the 
molecular friction theories are focused on the adhesive interaction and this is the reason why they 
are unilateral. 

The effect of particular mechanical and molecular factors on the course of the friction process 
is described by the most general tribological law, that says that the friction resistance while 
displacing two bodies each with respect to the other is equal to the sum of adhesive and cohesive 
resistance values: 

 cohadht TTT , (9) 

where: 
Tt - friction resistance, 
Tadh - the sum of adhesive resistance,  
Tcoh - the sum of cohesive resistance. 

According to the type and conditions of friction the particular components may increase or 
decrease, or even entirely disappear. For example, in case of external friction between two ideally 
smooth surfaces the cohesive component is equal to zero. Apart from extreme cases, in which one 
of the components disappears, there are many indirect cases, in which both, adhesive and cohesive 
components have significant values. 

The resistance due to displacing surfaces is importantly affected by secondary phenomena, as 
vibration, large heat emission, or electric phenomena. These phenomena, being side effects of 
friction, cause the growth or reduction of the pressure force between the surfaces, i.e. variation 
of the adhesive component or cyclical deviations from the equilibrium, i.e. variation of the 
cohesive component. Taking into account the present state of knowledge their accurate 
recognition is extremely difficult or even impossible, since these phenomena have a highly 
dynamical character and vary according to external factors and conditions accompanying the 
friction. The state of knowledge related to friction, inclusive of rubber friction, is presented in 
the literature items [1-7]. 
 
3. Consideration of surface friction in the method of local relaxation 
 

Friction of elastomers, i.e. rubber first of all, is considered in tribology as a separate 
phenomenon, due to complicated character of the phenomena occurring there. Elastomers are 
molding materials distinguished by elasticity of rubber in the temperatures above and below the 
room temperature. Basic component of elastomers is carbon C12. Elastomer molecules are located 
in a net of large mesh size. They are obtained by crosslinking (vulcanization) of caoutchouc with 
the use of crosslinking agents (sulphur, peroxides). Elastomers do not experience large 
deformations in result of heating or moderate load. Rubber is a product obtained of synthetic 
caoutchouc. Surface contact causes elastic deviatoric strain. Once the load is released the 
undeformed state of elastomer is restored. It was found that the strain energy of rubber is 
dissipated mainly by hysteresis [4]. In case of elastomers the most important part of the friction 
coefficient is its adhesive component, as opposed to the other polymers. Properties of rubber 
depend on its chemical composition, duration of its use, conditions of operation, the type and 
roughness of the surface, etc. 
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Conditions of cooperation of the rubbing surfaces, when one of them is rubber, depend on high 
number of factors, among others on chemical composition of rubber, its elasticity and internal 
structure of the material, outer factors, surface smoothness, the type of the layer, and the substance 
included between the rubbing surfaces. All these factors are taken into account by properly chosen 
value of the friction coefficient. 

Taking into account the complication of rubber friction the deformation of the rubber ring with 
consideration of surface friction has been determined with the method based on the energy-based 
finite element referred to in the first part of the paper, where location of particular nodes of the 
rubber ring model has been defined with the method of local relaxation. 

The main problem consists in formulating the criterion of the conditions in which a given node 
of the layer adjacent to the plate may move. The pressure exerted on the rubber ring causes the 
forces that are tangent to the rubbing surfaces, acting crosswise with respect to the ring axis, and 
the forces normal to the ring compressing plate, acting in parallel to the ring axis (Fig. 3). 
Knowledge of the shear and normal stresses enables determining the shear and normal forces 
acting on the surface of the plate-ring contact in the vicinity of the node: 

  (10) ,, dASdAN
A

zr
A

z

where: 
N - normal force, 
S - shear force, 

z - normal stress, 
zr - shear stress, 

A - area of the rubbing surface including the node surroundings before the deformation. 
Once the shear force exceeds the maximum value of the friction force depending on the value 

of the product of the friction coefficient and the normal force, the contact between the rubbing 
surfaces is broken. What concerns the modelled finite element it leads to unlocking the node 
located in the area of the shear force. Taking into account high complexity of the friction 
phenomenon and significant deformability of rubber it was assumed that the upper value of 
friction force is defined locally based on the Amontons’ model of friction, defined by the formula 
(7) and referred to in literature as the Coulomb model. In order to break the local contact between 
the rubbing surfaces the following relationship must be met: 

 NTS . (11) 

This leads to local motion of the body along the rubbing surface inducing reduction of the 
shear stress and changing the normal stress. This, in turn, is conducive to changing the shear and 
normal forces (10) and, in consequence, inverting direction of the inequality of the condition (11). 
It means repeated locking of the node displacement. Detailed analysis of the friction process is 
shown in the work [13]. Based on it the work of the friction mechanism has been expressed in the 
form of an original computer program developed by the authors of the paper and designed for 
computation of deformations of a rubber ring with consideration of the friction undergoing at the 
contact surface between compressed plates (Fig. 3). Consecutive iterations aimed at finding the 
state of equilibrium of the ring nodes are carried out in accordance with the method of local 
relaxation until achieving the condition when the quotient of the sum of absolute increments of the 
displacement components of all the nodes of given iteration to the value of the sum from the 
former iteration decreases below 1 promille: 
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where u, w - increments of displacement components of the nodes. 
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4. Energy conservation law in energetic description of the surface friction phenomenon 
 

Thanks to the use of the energetic method one is able to determine the values of the forces 
acting on the ring. In order to determine the force loading the ring the strain energy increments in 
particular steps of the increment method are used. The thesis [8] provides comparison of the 
results obtained with the energetic method and the method making use of the stress values acting 
on the plate surface. The results so obtained were nearly identical. Nevertheless, the use of the 
energetic method based on the increments of the ring strain energy is much easier. The thesis [8] 
presents analysis of the rubber ring deformation the surface of which was free of friction between 
the ring and the plates compressing it. Taking into account the surface friction phenomenon it 
should be assumed that a part of the energy accumulated in the ring in the presence of the external 
forces loading it, considered as the active forces, is dissipated by the surface friction forces. In this 
case the energy is taken by the external passive forces. This phenomenon should be taken into 
account while determining the compressing force pressing the ring against the plate. The basic 
condition that must be satisfied is the energy conservation law: 

 ,PEL  (13) 
where: 

L - work increment of the external forces, 
Ep - increment of the ring strain energy. 

Since the work of the external forces equals the sum of the active forces and reactions: 

 ,  (14) )()( TP LLL

the above relationship substituted to formula (13) provides, after transformations: 

 ,  (15) )( T
P

P LEL
where: 

L(P) - work increment of the force compressing the ring (the active force),  
L(T) - work increment of the friction force (the passive force). 

The increment of the force compressing the plate to the ring is determined from the formula: 

  (16) ,)( fPL r
P

where: 
P r - value of average force compressing the ring, 

f - deflection increment in given ring load step. 
Substitution the relationship resulting from the formula (16) to (15) one obtains the value of the 

force acting on the ring: 

 .
)(

f
LEP

T
P

r  (17) 

The above formula enables determining average value of the ring compressing force, both in case 
of loading and unloading of the ring. Particular attention should be paid to the values of the work and 
energy increments occurring while loading and unloading. Since the friction force is a passive force 
of the sense opposite to the direction of displacement of the part of the ring surface, increment of the 
work of this force is negative, irrespective of the sign of the deflection increment f. 
 

Tab. 1. Values of work increase and strain energy increase in relation to values of ring deflection increase 
f  )(PL  

)(TL  PE  
0f  (loading) 0)(PL  0)(TL  0PE  
0f  (unloading) 0)(PL  0)(TL  0PE  
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Values of the work increments of the loading force and the work of the friction force and 
increments of the ring strain energy are presented in Table 1. While loading the ring the deflection 
increment is above zero, while unloading it is less than zero. 
 
5. Research result of a rubber ring with consideration of the surface friction phenomenon 
 

The subject of the research was a ring of rectangular cross-section, made of a practically 
incompressible material. The static load acts in the ring symmetry axis in form of a force 
perpendicular to a rigid plate. It was assumed that the plate diameter exceeds the external diameter of 
the deformed ring. Taking into account the ring symmetry with respect to the plane, the calculation 
is carried out only for the upper half marked in Fig. 3 with red colour. The modelled part of the ring 
is divided into 40 8 symmetrical energy-based elements of revolution of square cross-section. 

 
Fig. 3. The rubber ring division into finite elements 

 
The computation was aimed at researching the effect of surface friction on the shape of the ring 

under compression. The computation consisted in determining deformations of the ring in 
consecutive intermediate stages – from the undeformed to deformed state, corresponding to the 
assumed maximal value of deflection of the upper part of the ring. For purposes of the 
computation for consecutive deflections the f increment of the deflection equal to 0.1 mm was 
assumed. The computation was carried out for the ring assuming the following stationary friction 
coefficients:  = 0.3,  = 0.6 and the ring in which the nodes of its finite elements contacting with 
the plate are permanently connected with it. In the last case the friction coefficient  =  was 
assumed. In all the cases the ring computations have been carried out with the material data 
corresponding to hard rubber: C1 = 1.92 MPa, C2 = 0.08 MPa and K=200 MPa. 

In all the figures presenting the obtained results the undeformed ring shapes are marked with 
red while the deformed ones with black. Around the nodes of the surface layer contacting with the 
plate the circles are drawn, the colours of which represent the conditions of particular nodes. Blue 
is for the nodes without displacement. Displaced nodes are marked with red, while the green nodes 
have been displaced and restrained again. 

Analysis of ring shapes of Fig. 4 enables stating that in case of small deflection the differences 
in the ring deformations are invisible. Nevertheless, more accurate analysis indicates that in both 
rings where the surface friction phenomenon has been taken into account, several nodes located in 
the plate-ring contact plane have displaced and, afterwards, restrained again. Such a situation 
occurred chiefly in the right-hand part of the figure, i.e. nearer to the outer free surface of the ring. 
Such a character of distribution of the number of displaced nodes is imposed by the fact that the 
nodes displaced in the ring axis direction (in the figure – the left-hand side) are conducive to 
decreasing the internal diameter and unit material volume. Taking into account that the assumed 
material model corresponds to nearly incompressible material, this situation leads to significant 
growth of the force normal to the surface pressing the material against the plate. Therefore, 
according to the assumed friction model, the upper friction force increases and the nodes are locked. 

Consideration of the number of the displaced nodes (Fig. 4) allows to find that the largest number 
of the displaced nodes, both in outward and inward directions, occurs in the ring distinguished by small 
friction coefficient (  = 0.3). It means that in this case the values of normal forces pressing the ring 
against the plates were the smallest. This directly determines the range of the work to be done in order 
to obtain the given ring deformation. 
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Fig. 4. The ring deformation for de flection f = 0.5 mm and various friction coefficients which were taken into 

calculations : a)  = 0.3, b)  = 0.6, c)  =  
 

 
Fig. 5. The work of ring load in relation to its deflection 

 

Figure 5 presents the plots of the work of the ring load force that, according to the formula (15), 
is a sum of the potential energy of the ring deformation EP (the work of internal forces) and the 
energy dissipated in result of the work of friction force equal to LT. In case of a very small ring 
deflection the difference in the value of the work of the ring load force for various friction 
coefficients are minimal. Nevertheless, growth of the deflection results in increase of the difference. 
According to the plot the smaller friction coefficient used in the computation, the smaller work is 
performed by the load force of the ring while compressing it to the given deflection. 
 

 

Fig. 6. The ring deformation for deflection f = 1 mm and various friction coefficients which were t aken into 
calculations: a)  = 0.3, b)  = 0.6, c)  =  
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Analysis of Fig. 6 presenting the shapes of the rings obtained while deflecting them to the 
value of 1mm gives evidence of significant differences between them. Convex shapes at internal 
part of the rings are similar, however, the largest amount of the material is displaced in the ring 
symmetry plane, the nodes of which located in the plate-ring plane are immobilized. The smallest 
amount of the material is displaced in case of the ring for which the friction coefficient  = 0.3 is 
assumed. Small friction coefficient between the compressing plated and the ring causes unlocking 
and displacement of larger number of nodes located in the contact plane that is conducive to 
smaller material flow in the ring symmetry plane. The same mechanism is conducive to 
differences in convexity at the outer ring side. For higher values of the friction coefficient the 
number of the nodes unlocked in the plate-ring plane and displaced outward of the ring is smaller 
and, in consequence, the ring convexity grows. 

Figure 7 shows the plots of the work of the ring charging forces. Growth of the friction coefficient 
causes growing work necessary in order to induce the ring deformation resulting in required ring 
deflection. Maximal growth is observed in case of the ring marked in the illustration with the friction 
coefficient  = , the nodes of which located in the plate-ring contact plane are immobilized. 

 
Fig. 7. The work of ring load in relation to its deflection 

 
The results obtained after renewed growth of the ring deflection up to 1.5 mm confirm earlier 

analyses related both to the obtained final shapes and the work of the ring charging forces. 
Figure 8 clearly shows how differentiated are ring deformations according to the friction 
coefficient between the compressing plates and the ring assumed for purposes of the computation. 
The smallest convexity at the outer side occurred in the ring for which the smallest  value has 
been assumed. On the other hand, the highest convexity was found in the ring, whose nodes 
located in the contact plane were permanently connected with the compressing plate, thus 
preventing displacement of the ring material in this plane. 
 

 

Fig. 8. The ring deformation for de flection f = 1.5 mm and various friction coefficients which were taken into 
calculations: a)  = 0.3, b)  = 0.6, c)  =  
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One may notice that greater material displacement outward the ring results in its smaller flow 
inside the ring in its plane of symmetry. This is due to the need of conservation of balance of the 
material the ring is made of. Larger rubber outward displacement is compensated by its smaller 
amount flowing inside. This ensures approximate conservation of the initial amount of material. In 
case of higher friction coefficient between the compressing plates and the ring, volume of the 
material that may displace in the contact plane which, in consequence, results in larger material 
amount outflowing in the ring symmetry plane. 

Value of the friction coefficient affects the work of the ring charging forces too. This is 
evidenced by analysis of the plots shown in Fig. 9. The work to be performed in order to deflect 
the ring increases with the growth of the deflection itself and with the friction coefficient. 
Comparison between the rings distinguished by a low and high friction arising between them and 
the plates allows to state that the work to be performed in order to compress the ring the nodes of 
which are locked in the contact plane is at least three times as large as in case for which the 
friction coefficient  = 0.3 has been assumed. 
 

 
Fig. 9. The work of ring load in relation to its deflection 

 
The shape of the deformed ring and the size of deformation affect distribution of density of the 

strain energy that may be determined from the formula (3). What is worthy to be noticed is that in 
reality the shape of the deformed object is determined by the objective energetic criterion that is 
applied to the iterative procedure of local relaxation aimed at minimizing the strain energy of the 
object. Precise discussion of the ring energy distribution according to ring deflection would require 
much more place. Therefore, only the energy distribution of the energy-based finite elements 
directly adjacent to the compressing plate is discussed. Detailed analysis has shown that just this 
layer is subject to maximal strain energy. 

Figure 10 presents the specific energy distribution of the deviatoric strain US that is determined 
by two first components of the formula (3). Maximal values of the energy arise in the finite 
elements located the nearest to the outer free part of the ring, the nodes of which are permanently 
connected to the compressing plate and, in consequence, unable to move in the plane of the plate-
ring connection. Taking additionally into account large material displacement in the ring symmetry 
plane one obtains very high deformation of the finite elements that, in result, lead to huge value of 
the density of the deviatoric strain energy, which is disadvantageous when considering the strength 
condition. This problem does not exist in the other two cases, when the nodes in the plate-ring 
plane contact may freely displace. Material displacement near the plate contact surfaces outward 
the ring cause smaller deformation of the material and, in consequence, smaller cumulation of the 
deviatoric strain energy. 

Figure 11 shows the distribution of the deviatoric strain UV defined by the third component of 
the formula (3). Comparison of the plots of Fig. 10 and 11 allows to state that the distributions of 
deviatoric strains are equal to inverses of distributions of non-deviatoric strains. In boundary 
elements of the surface layer the values of the volumetric strain energy are very small. Meanwhile, 
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the highest values occur in the elements located nearer to the inner free surface of the ring, in the 
locations where the density of the volumetric strain energy approximates zero. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Distribution of deviatoric strain energy density in the surface layer under plate 

 

 
Fig. 11. Distribution of volumetric strain energy density in the surface layer under plate 

 
Possible free displacement of the ring elements in the vicinity of the rubbing surface causes that 

even in case of large ring deflection the change in their total volume remains relatively small. 
Nevertheless, the elements located nearer the middle of the ring cross-section cannot displace as 
freely as the ones located nearer its free surfaces. Their displacement is constrained by the sum of the 
friction forces exerted by the surface elements of the surrounding material. This causes that the finite 
elements inside the cross-section are more compressed than the ones located nearer the ring free 
surfaces. Therefore, the change in their volume with respect to its initial value is higher and, in result, 
the volumetric strain energy cumulates in these elements. 

Density of the strain energy U (Fig. 12) is defined by the formula (3). It is a sum of two 
formerly presented energy components: the density of deviatoric strain energy US and the density 
of volumetric strain energy UV. Analysis of the plots of Fig. 12 enables finding that they are very 
similar to the US plots shown in Fig. 10. However, important difference between them consists in 
the fact that value of the energy U of the middle finite elements significantly exceeds the energy 
US. This is confirmation of the assumption adopted in the beginning that computation should take 
into account the volumetric strain of the material, since in spite of the fact that volumetric strain of 
a nearly incompressible material as rubber is small as compared to the deviatoric strain, its effect 
on final results remains significant. 

One more fact deserves reader’s attention. The value of strain energy in boundary finite 
elements located nearer the outer free surface of the ring, the nodes of which placed in the contact 
surface were locked, is nearly twenty times as large as in case of the ring with the friction 
coefficient in the plate-ring surface amounting to  = 0.3. 
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Fig. 12. Distribution of strain energy density in the surface layer under plate 

 
6. Conclusions 
 

Results of the computation confirm that the surface friction phenomenon significantly affects 
the ring strain. The factor that significantly affects the friction phenomenon is the value of the 
friction  coefficients. It depends on the plate material and the outer factors that cause its 
variations, as, for example, the use of lubricants. Assumption of various friction coefficients 
caused that the shapes obtained after the deflection of f = 1.5 mm significantly differed each from 
other. The number of displaced nodes and the value of these displacements affected the final ring 
shape determining the ring strain condition and the distribution of the deviatoric energy and 
internal stress of the material. This indicates that the phenomenon of surface friction is very 
important taking the strength into account. 

The ring deformation depends on friction intensity while the friction process depends, in turn, 
on the ring deformation. Hence, the above presented analysis indicates that for correct description 
of the friction phenomenon the material deformability of the body subject to friction must be 
considered. 
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